
Chapter 2
The Past in Present-day Music

__________________________________________________________________
(1) E, 7-12
Pages 19-27
Visions of Old Bulgaria.

 Search for and compile a collage of photos of old Bulgaria similar to the images
suggested in the text: red-tile-roof houses, villages with stone streets, farming
communities, Orthodox churches, Turkish-styled mosques, carless streets, wedding
celebrations, funeral rites. (See Figures 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 7.1.) Also see the
website www.bulgaria.com/photos/realindex/html, pictorial magazines such as
National Geographic, and travel brochures for images of Bulgaria in bygone days. 
__________________________________________________________________
(2) 7-12, C/U
CD Track 3
Two-voiced singing, Shop region (Sofia)

1. Play selection.  Listen for the vocal drone and melody parts that sound in close
seconds.  Graph the zigzag-movement of the drone between two pitches and the only
slightly wider range of the melody. 

2. Notice the “eee” cry at the close of each verse, a similar cadential close as is found
in Russian village singing. Try singing  “eee” at the end of phrases of a familiar song
like “Frere Jacques” or “For He’s a Jolly Good Fellow”; it will sound strange but will
give you a chance to experience these phrase endings by performing it.

3. Investigate the significant cultural trading that may have existed between Bulgaria
and Russia over many centuries, as evidenced by similarities between their languages
and religions  (see also text page 21).

4. In pairs or in two groups, experiment with singing on “eee” or “ah”  a Major 2nd,
down to a minor 2nd, and all the way to a fine-tuned unison.   Go from unison to
seconds again. Listen and feel the difference.

5.   After producing these intervallic relationships, contemplate this question:  Do
these two parts "clash" in a dissonant sound?  How is it that Bulgarians in the Shop
region in and near the capitol city, Sofia, would find this music pleasant and
consonant? 
__________________________________________________________________

http://www.bulgaria.com/photos/realindex/html


(3) 7-12, C/U
CD Track 4
Singing with glottal stops, Thrace

1. Play selection.  Listen for the glottal stops, when the flow of the vocal melody
seems to get caught at the back of the throat.  They may sound a bit like “vocal
hiccups”.

2. Listen for the rapid shifting of tone between the head and chest voice, producing a
yodeling effect.

3. Experiment with Thracian singing style. In getting the correct vocal projection,
look to the far corner of a room and ” throw your voice” out the full distance.  Sing on
“eee” or “ah”, striking a single tone, and then cascade downward from that tone (this
is merely a vocal exercise).  Also, aim for producing a forward vocal sound, and
imitate one or more of the phrases from this selection, including glottal stops
(hiccups) and yodels.

4. Find Thrace on the map (See Figure 2.5), and remember this singing style as
significant to the region.
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(4) 7-12, C/U
Pages 21-23
From Russia with Love

Waves of Slavic peoples moved southward from modern-day Russia and Poland to
Bulgaria in the sixth century.  A little more than a century later, the Bulgars, central
Asian horseman-warriors, swept in from the north and east (possibly through Russia)
to Bulgaria, and brought about the first Bulgarian Kingdom in 681 A.D.   Some of the
traditions of Russia and other Slavic peoples are evident in Bulgaria, one case of
which is the sound of singers in some Russian and Bulgarian villages.  Find out more
about Russia’s history and traditions, and contemplate its influences on Bulgaria, by
going to the website, www.geographia.com/Russia/rushisol.htm.
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http://www.geographia.com/Russia/rushisol.htm


(5) C/U 
Pages 23-25
Influences from East of Bulgaria

Read up on exchanges Bulgaria has historically had with countries of the Middle East
(see R.J. Crampton’s A Concise History of Bulgaria, Cambridge University Press,
1997).  For more sophisticated scholarly writing on Bulgarian history, see Maria
Todorova’s Imagining the Balkans (Oxford University Press, 1997).  It may be useful
also to look into websites on the Ottoman Empire, especially
www.osmanli700.gen.tr/English/album/albumindex.html.  Along with lutes, flutes,
oboes, and drums that were brought from Turkey and elsewhere in the Ottoman
Empire, what other Bulgarian cultural objects, expressions, and perspectives can be
traced to Turkish and other Middle Eastern cultures?
__________________________________________________________________
(6) 7-12, C/U
CD Track 5
Zurna and tûpan, Pirin Macedonian region.

1. Play selection.  Ask:  “What do you hear?” Answer: two zurnas (oboes) and tûpan
(cylindrical drum)  “In what ways is this selection similar to selection #3?” Answer:
Both use drone and melody lines, and the use of close seconds is prominent.

2. Ask “Can you hear the dance beat?” Tap the 3+2+2, slow-quick-quick,7- beat
meter of this section. 

3. Challenge students to learn some of the melodic phrases of this piece by ear, many
of which are repeated or only slightly varied. Play the melody and drone on a wind
instrument (oboes are closest in timbre, but try it on clarinets, saxophones, and even
recorders and flutes) with an available drum.

4. Find the Pirin region on the map [See Figure 2.5], and see its location adjacent to
Macedonia.  Remember this as the sound of Gypsy musicians from this region.
__________________________________________________________________
(7) C/U
Pages 25-26
On the Edge of Europe’s Influence

Just as Bulgaria has reaped the benefits of its proximity to the Middle East, it was
also influenced in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries by European society.  As
a class/group, describe European influences of the music and musical activity of
Bulgarians  (read further about these European and other influences on Bulgaria in
Venelin Krustev’s Bulgarian Music, Sofia: Sofia Press, 1978 and in the Europe
volume of the Garland Encyclopedia of World Music, edited by Timothy Rice).

http://www.osmanli/

